Damaris Patterson Price is the principal of Working River Leadership Consulting
—a northeast Ohio training boutique that designs and delivers B2B and B2C coaching, consulting,
and learning products to grow the Leadership,
Career, and Managerial competencies of an
organization’s most powerful asset: its leaders.
A seasoned Talent Development
professional, Damaris Patterson Price has
provided executive coaching and other
development services to leaders in 6
countries: US, Canada, UK, India, Spain, and
Germany. Her work is the product of nearly
30 years in the people-development
business focused on the growth of leadership
talent for next-level positions.
Informed by her own experiences coaching
and managing leaders, her solutions have
been effectively applied by a broad and
diverse spectrum of people within Corporate
Retail firms, Chemical companies, Financial
Services, Marketing & PR firms, Higher
Education and Independent School
administration, Insurance providers, Tech

RESULTS
From nuanced individual development to a
strategic talent transformation, Damaris’
engagements consistently result in:
• Managers reengineering how they drive
increases in performance,
• Employees moving on strategic directives
with competence and enthusiasm,
• Enterprise teams effectively managing
people and process through periods of
change and transition,
• Promoted leaders walking confidently in
their new next-level positions, and
• Leadership teams unifying around a mission,

companies, Non-Profits, Specialty Food

message, and methodology that advances

Manufacturers, Foundations, Professional

business imperatives.

Associations, Large Hospital Systems, and
Law Firms.
“Damaris is amazing. I think it’s the positive
energy she gives off. By the time our
coaching sessions are over, I feel like I can do
anything!” -Jennifer S. Senior Analyst, IT

PORTFOLIO
Leadership Development
Executive Coaching & Mastermind Groups

Damaris is the author of Unlock Your
Leadership: Secrets & Straight Answers
on Standing Out, Moving Up, and
Getting Ahead as the Leader You Really

Management Training & Leader-Craft
Best Practice Consultation

Are, which Kirkus Reviews described as a

Professional Development &
Career Management

and the closest thing to having a personal

“road map” and “a practical, in-depth guide
career coach”. It is an essential strategic

Live & Online Workshops

playbook for early or mid-career professionals

Learning Programs & Events

who want to attract and accelerate leadership

Keynotes

opportunities at work.

Damaris Patterson Price holds a Master's
degree in Organizational Psychology.
While also serving as an adjunct
professor at Cleveland State University,
Damaris is a certified Organizational
Development and Diversity practitioner,

"When a colleague from a competing firm heard

as well as a Board-Certified Executive

about the great leadership development my

Coach–with additional credentials from

managing associates were

the Gestalt Institute of Cleveland and

getting, I was reluctant to give

Forbes Coaches Council. Damaris and

him her information. Of course,

her children, a set of twins, live in
northeast Ohio.

she deserved the referral.
Damaris does outstanding work,
but I didn't want to give away
our edge.” -Chuck T. Partner, Law

To inquire about Working River consulting, workshops, or coaching,
contact Damaris Patterson Price at Damaris@workingriver.com or
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